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Next Meeting: WEDNESDAY JULY 13th, 2011
Time: 9:30 am
Location: H.R. MacMillian Planetarium and
Space Centre, Lower Level
Speaker: Patrick Moore Ph.D.
Topic: ‖Are Greens off course?‖.

UPCOMING EVENTS
August 18th – Tour of Burnaby Convania (Waste to
Energy) Renewable Facility

PATRICK MOORE Ph.D.
Dr. Patrick Moore has
been a leader in the international environmental
field for more than 35
years. He is a co-founder
of Greenpeace and
served for nine years as President of
Greenpeace Canada and seven years as a
Director of Greenpeace International. As
the leader of many campaigns, Dr. Moore
was a driving force shaping policy and direction while Greenpeace became the
world’s largest environmental activist organization.

ing the ―Principles of Sustainable Forestry‖
which were adopted by a majority of the
industry.

In recent years, Dr. Moore has
been focused on the promotion of sustainability and consensus building among competing concerns. He was a member of British Columbia government-appointed Round
Table on the Environment and Economy
from 1990—1994. In 1990, Dr. Moore
founded and chaired the BC Carbon Project, a group that worked to develop a common understanding of climate change.

more sustainable world.

Dr. Moore served for four years as
Vice President, Environment for Waterfurnace International, a manufacturer of geothermal heat pumps for residential heating
and cooling with renewable earth energy.
He is now a Director of Next Energy Solutions, the largest distributor of geothermal
systems in Canada.
As chair of the Sustainable Forestry
Committee of the Forest Alliance of BC from
1991—2002, he lead the process of develop-

In 2010, Beatty Street Publishing
Inc. published the 10th Anniversary edition
of Dr. Moore’s book Trees are the Answer,
which provides new insight into how forests
work and how they can play a powerful role
in solving many of our current environmental problems. In 2011, Beatty Street
Publishing Inc. released Dr. Moore’s latest
book, Confessions of a Greenpeace Drop-

out: The Making of a Sensible Environmentalist, which details Dr. Moore’s vision For a
Dr. Moore currently serves as Chair
and Chief Scientist of Greenspirit Strategies
Ltd., a consultancy focusing on environmental policy and communication in forestry, agriculture, fisheries and aquaculture,
mining, biodiversity, chemicals, energy and
climate change.
 US National Award of Nuclear Science, National Atomic Museum Foundation , 2009

 Honorary Doctorate of Science, North Carolina State University, 2005

 Ph.D. in Ecology, Institute of Resource Ecology, University of British Columbia, 1974

 Ford Foundation Fellowship 1969-1972
 Honours B.Sc. In Forest Biology, University
of British Columbia
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Report of the June 14th Meeting

Attendance: 140 Members and Guests
President Bill Sexsmith called the meeting
to order at 10:00 am and welcomed all attendees
and the guest speaker, Mark Haden. Brian Wasson
acted as Secretary.
Next, Norm Leach of the Membership Committee introduced three new members.(See
―Welcome New Members‖). Then Treasurer Wayne
Audette provided a brief ten month financial report.
(Details inside).
Activities Chairman, Bill Robertson described the success of the tour to the Britannia Mine
Museum on May 18, 2011. For those interested
there is a summary of the event on the website prepared by Don Codville.
Philip Owen introduced the speaker, Mark
Haden, whose subject was: ― A Public Health/
Human Rights Approach for Controlling Currently
Illegal Drugs‖. (Mr. Haden’s biography appeared in
the June Newsletter).
Mr. Haden began by referring to a chart
which shows that at this time 70% of the dollars
spent on combating the proliferation and use of illegal drugs is spent on enforcement whereas
only17% is spent on the treatment and rehabilitation
of drug addicts. His view is that drug prohibition has
led to a robust market for illegal drugs which has
spawned widespread social dislocation and the establishment of organized crime as the driving force
behind the drug trade. Police have identified 950
criminal organizations in Canada involved in illegal
drug distribution with 150 of such groups in BC
alone. Violence initiated by these groups has become rampant, impacting the innocent as well as
gang targets. When the police publicly targeted the
Hells Angels, the gang retaliated by recruiting satellite gangs whose function was to keep the police
occupied and unable to focus on the Angels.
The money involved in the illegal drug trade
is enormous. The trade in BC Bud alone is estimated to be worth 7 billion dollars a year.
Can the war on drugs be won in this way?
The experience of the prohibition of alcohol tells us
no! Look at the goals of drug prohibition and their
level of success.
Prohibition has not lessened the availability
of drugs. On the contrary, dealers are dedicated to
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find innovative methods to satisfy the market. It is
faster to have cocaine delivered to your doorstep
than a pizza. High schools have become major distribution points. Prisons are rife with the distribution
and consumption of drugs.
Prohibition has not led to the increases in
price that might make drugs widely unaffordable and
especially outside the reach of youth. Price tracking
since 1981 shows a progressive lowering of the cost
of drugs such as cocaine and heroin so that today
they are cheaper than ever before.
The US is in the forefront of criminalizing
drug use. As a result the country has the third largest percentage of its population as regular drug users which only accelerates as the price goes down.
Police enforcement has led to increased
concentration of the trade in increasingly sophisticated groups. The police tend to catch the poorly
organized leaving a vacuum to be filled by the more
competent.
There is another model. The issue of
whether marijuana should be legalized has been
debated since October, 1969. There are 30,000 police, retired and active who belong to an organization called Law Enforcement Against Prohibition
(LEAP) who advocate for a different way. Unrestricted access to drugs is not the answer. The answer lies somewhere in between and has to be
based on a public health approach. For example,
Portugal decriminalized drug use in 2001 and combined with public education, the use of drugs by
youth has decreased.
Vancouver initiated a supervised injection
site with a welcome sign on the door. It is the most
researched clinic in Canada, but not the only one.
Social workers claim: a reduction in public disorder;
a reduction in syringe sharing; a reduction in overdosing; no increase in drug related crime and in a
sense, it pays for itself. Now, heroin is being used
for treatment under controlled conditions instead of
methadone with better results.
Mr. Haden listed a number of social controls
on the distribution of alcohol and tobacco equally
valid for cannabis: age; degree of intoxication; volume rationing; training before use; training of supplier; taxation and control of purchase. He favours
incremental phasing in of a legal distribution of
drugs to assess the degree to which these actions
reduce the illegal market, especially on its exposure
to youth.
Mr Haden emphasized the danger of brand-
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ing drugs in the same manner as alcohol and tobacco (he considers both to be drugs) which
would lead to promotion including advertising
and the artificial stimulation of demand.
Mr. Haden then answered a series of
question from the audience.






He contrasted the approach taken by Portugal for unrestricted distribution of drugs to
that of the Netherlands where drugs are
available at specific sites under controlled
conditions. The Netherlands is reputed to
have half the per capita incidence of drug
use as the US.

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Our June presentation on
the controversial topic of
illegal drug controls along
with a special tour to the
VCC culinary arts program provided a diverse
and well received addition to an already outstanding program for our
members.

Mark Haden,
coming from a public
health viewpoint, challenged our conventional underAs to other European countries, Sweden
standing about the illicit drug economy when he adhas the strictest control of drugs and Incivanced arguments for the decriminalization of drugs
dence of use is comparable to the Nether- and the institution of appropriate regulatory controls.
He drew examples from other countries that have
lands.
liberalized the use of drugs and introduced control
In reply to a query on the advantage of a
regulations which in combination dramatically lowered
total drug use ban in Singapore, Mr. Haden the incidence of usage.

said that it was not a feasible solution for a
democratic country.
Mark Audette thanked the speaker, pointing out
that to a room of parents and grandparents there
was a message here for us all.

Our visit to the VCC to learn ―what it takes to
become a chef‖ and to enjoy a three course meal in
their exquisite dining room was spectacular. Joined
by our spouses we learned about the rigorous training
program for chefs, the preparation techniques to
serve meals to diners ranging from 2 to 500 and the
makeup of a healthy well balanced meal.

Bill Sexsmith reminded the members of
the Probus-Canada Rendezvous 2011, a national
A special thanks to all those who made this
convention being held on September 13-16,
happen and to those who participated.
2011 in Vancouver. We are looking for at least 20
registrants. Full details of the Conference can be
found on the website
www.probusrendezvous.com.

Treasurer’s Report
Wayne Audette reports that the
Club remains in acceptable financial shape. For the first ten months
of the fiscal year, to May 31, 2011,
revenues were $45,000, principally
from annual membership renewals
and activities and events attendance charges. Expenditures were
also $45,000. Cash on hand was
$11,000, which includes the bank
balance at the beginning of the fiscal year. All of these
amounts are reasonably in line with our budget expectations, and we forecast a cash balance at year end
(July 31, 2011) of approximately $9,000.
A preliminary financial plan for fiscal 2012 was presented and reviewed at the June Management Committee meeting.

Welcome New Members
Steve Wilson – Banker/Securities
Regulation
Ian Paterson – Geologist
Dennis Baxendale – Airline Pilot
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NOTICES
Probus Club Vancouver July 2011

SUMMARY OF REPORT OF THE
STRATEGIC PLANNING COMMITTEE

(Full Report on Website)

This Committee, chaired by Don Newman and members Mark
Cullen, Norm Leach, Wilson Parasiuk, Bill Sexsmith, Nick Thornton and George Adams was established by the Management
Committee to review the strengths and weaknesses of the present
organisation, and to make recommendations ensuring the Club
continues, for the foreseeable future, to be meaningful and important to the members. The recommendations included in this report
have been accepted by the Management Committee.
Membership

2. Establish standards and minimum requirements in order for a
club, such as Book Club, Bridge Club, to receive and maintain the
pre-nominal ―Probus‖.
3. Encourage the establishment of additional Sponsored Clubs.
Recommendations To Management
1. Start recruitment, training and grooming for succession to Editor’s position.
2. Include the Website in an expanded Membership Services
Committee
3. Ensure succession provisions, as spelled out in the Management Committee job descriptions, are monitored and observed.

The size of the membership and the diversity of backgrounds,
4. Undertake a member ―satisfaction survey‖ every two years.
ages, interests and personalities of the members are a fundamental strength of our Club. Our size and location, in Vancouver, help 5. Expand the Vice-President’s role to include undertaking a Strategic Review at intervals of about three years.
to attract high-calibre speakers.
Recommendations
1. Maintain total Active membership at about 400.
2. Encourage applications from younger retired or semi retired
men in order to provide for active participation in the Club’s affairs and for future succession at all levels.
3. Establish a method by which individual member’s attendance at
regular meetings can be monitored.
4. Introduce a consolidated fee for annual membership incorporating the current regular meeting attendance/coffee charge and the
annual membership dues.
Regular meetings
Venue:- In the opinion of the Committee the present facility is
quite suitable for the average meeting attendance providing an
alternative accommodation, such as the Academy of Music, can
be arranged for those occasions when anticipated attendance is
expected to exceed the capacity of the Planetarium.
Fellowship:- To many members, the fellowship part of the regular
meetings is of great importance. Every effort should be made to
encourage and expand this.

6. Consider if the Club is sufficiently large to have a central representative office with regular part-time staff and if this would be
beneficial.
7. Establish a permanent Post Office box and permanent e-mail
address.

TOUR OF BURNABY CONVANIA
RENEWABLE FACILITY
5150 Riverbend Drive, Burnaby, B.C.
Thursday, August 18th, 2011

This is a unique opportunity for 30
members to learn how our garbage is
turned into steam and electrical energy. The facility is the only such site in
the Province. Detailed information
about the tour and directions for driving
to the facility is being sent to all members in a separate release. The cost for this members only event
is $20.00. Coffee and muffins will be served at 9:30AM with the
tour starting at 10:00AM.

You may register in one of three ways: using Probus onSpeakers:- A fundamental strength or our Club and the success of line website and Pay/Pal; at the Activities desk at the next meeting
the Regular meetings is the high quality of the speakers.
or by sending a cheque payable to Probus Club Vancouver to Bill
Robertson – 3711 Puget Drive, Vancouver,B.C. V6L 2T8. Contact
Recommendations:
Bob Nugent at (604)264-7763 for information.
1. Appoint, for each regular meeting, a third ―greeter‖ to circulate,
before the meeting, within the coffee/refreshment area in order to
MEMBERSHIP SERVICES TEAM
encourage fellowship, especially involving new members.
2. Promote and encourage wider attendance at the informal luncheons following the regular meeting.
Activities
Recommendations
1. Continue the practice of inviting spouses, partners, etc. to the
annual Presidents’ Luncheon.

Greeters – Leo Dooling, John Flowers
Cashiers – Douglas Blackman, David
Campbell, Ted Fitz-Clarke
Member Services Desk – Jon Collins

